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The Icelandic family sagas (the Íslendingasögur) are anonymous prose stories.¹ They are not heroic epics, folktales, chronicles, or romances but plausible vernacular tales about often real people who lived in Iceland in the period from the settlement in the 980s until about 1030. More than thirty major family sagas are extant; there are also many short stories called Þættir (sing. Þáttr). As a written literary form the sagas suddenly appeared at the end of the twelfth century, and their production ended abruptly in the early decades of the fourteenth century.² Although no one denies a mixture of oral and literary elements, theories differ widely as to how much the sagas reflect an oral compositional prehistory and how much they reflect the artistry of a literate self-conscious author.

The bitter controversy in the first half of the twentieth century over the extent of orality evidenced in the family sagas polarized scholars into "freeprosists" believing in the oral origin of saga narrative and "bookprosists" advocating a written origin.³ The two groups debated the issue of whether the family sagas were factually accurate or fixed texts or whether they were nonhistorical, late literary fictions. By the mid-1950s the bookprosists, led by the Icelanders Sigurður Nordal and Einar Ól. Sveinsson, had prevailed.⁴ In their view the sagas, though owing a small and undetermined debt to an oral prehistory, were literary stories created by Icelanders of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries.⁵

In recent decades many saga scholars have bogged down in their attempts, largely frustrated, to prove that the family sagas as sophisticated narratives stemmed from some discernible European narrative model. Those who search for European influences fall into two broad categories. One of these looks to the pre-Christian Germanic and Norse past carried to Iceland by the settlers. Continentalists of this group, inspired by the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century writings of W. P. Ker and Andreas Heusler,⁶ have sought to prove that the origin of the sagas lay in heroic poetry. Since the connection between the murky past of the Germanic peoples and thirteenth-
century Iceland spans many preliterate centuries, these continentalists often argue for an oral transmission. The second continentalist approach, by far the predominant one, builds on the concepts of the earlier bookprosists. It treats the sagas as a literary development arising from the narrative styles of twelfth- and thirteenth-century Latin Christian culture. The chronicles, lives of saints, homilies, and histories that came to Iceland in the twelfth century, along with the French romances that appeared sometime after 1226, are thought to be inspirations for saga narratives. Contemporary scholars who argue for this second approach divide between the positions taken by Björn M. Olsen and Paul V. Rubow in the early decades of the twentieth century. These two early advocates of bookprose agreed that late continental models were essential to the Icelanders' creation of a great literature. Olsen stressed native innovation and the importance of indigenous traditions; Rubow tended to see the sagas as more indebted to European culture.

In its different aspects, continentalism has played a major role in shaping contemporary views of written and oral saga forms. With a few major exceptions, the larger social context has not been considered in terms of its influence on the compositional technique of saga construction. In this article I survey the related issues of saga form, oral prehistory, and compositional technique in light of the proposition that a key to understanding saga construction lies in an awareness of the modeling systems that link saga and social form. The discussion is divided into three parts. In the first I consider the social context of medieval Iceland and discuss recent studies dealing with it. In the second I review the conclusions reached by four writers who, beginning in the late 1960s, have produced formalistic studies with genre-wide implications. These studies are built on one another and share the core assumption that the overall structure of the family sagas arises from sources foreign to Iceland's insular traditions. In the third I present an alternative view suggesting that the form of the narrative can be more readily understood in light of Iceland's social forms than through comparisons with European literary traditions.

I. The Social Context

The issue of the sagas' orality is complicated by the very nature of Icelandic society. The sagas are not a standard form of medieval narrative, and Iceland itself was an atypical medieval European culture. Although the sagas are not a mirror of actual events, these
repetitive stories of feuds, written during a period of over one hundred years in different parts of the island by different kinds of people, give us an idea of the ambience of medieval Iceland. Iceland had no military, was never invaded, and had no king or hierarchical form of government—all social aspects that are often highlighted in epic and romance. Much of the governmental and social decision making on the island resulted from feuds which were settled in and out of court. The single national official was the lögögumaðr (law-speaker), elected every three years to recite a third of the law annually and to verify legal precedents. Free to participate in feuds as readily as any other Icelander, he had no authority to influence decisions in court. Iceland had two bishopries; although many of the bishops are memorable figures, they were never able to exert the will of the Church over the traditional forms of feud. Authority did not function in the same way as in Viking, feudal, or monarchical societies. Decisions were legitimated through a complex but dependable system of local and national courts. Although certain kinds of conduct were illegal, there existed no governmental apparatus to punish lawbreakers.

In such an acephalous society, one would expect that the protection of the individual lay in the corporate structure of the family, but not in Iceland, where the individual usually had to depend on created political bonds, including vinfeini and handsal agreements. A leader was called a goði (pl. goðar), a term that means priest-chieftain. Chieftains did riot control specific territories; instead, they were leaders of interest groups. Farmers, though required to be retainers, "in thing," with a chieftain, could change chieftains annually. Chieftaincies (goðorð) could be inherited, bought, or traded, thereby making it possible for ambitious individuals and families to gain the status of chieftain. The accessibility of a chieftaincy tended to stabilize the society by rewarding success within the framework of the nationally leaderless system of decision making. In most respects Iceland was an anomaly in medieval Europe.

The lack of an easily definable social system, the detailed way feuds are represented in the literature, and the sagas' concern with farmers and plausible action have complicated the study of the family sagas. Narrative forms thriving on the continent—epic, tales of chivalry, hagiography, even chronicles—focused on military ventures, kings and aristocracies, secular and ecclesiastical courts, mythic heroes, and saints. The Icelanders, well aware of continental society and literature, wrote sagas about the kings of Norway (konunga sögur), the lives of saints (heilagra manna sögur), and mythic heroes such as Sigurd the Volsung (fornaldar sögur). In the third decade of the thirteenth cen-
tury, the Norwegians began to translate chivalric romance (riddara sögur), and these too; like some chansons de geste (Karlamagnús saga), found their way to Iceland. The stories in these genres are about events in Europe. The sagas the Icelanders wrote about their own rural island existence have a different subject matter and a distinctly different tone. We have come too far in our understanding of medieval Iceland—including the balance of native and foreign cultural influences—to continue to contrive analogies with foreign story patterns in order to explain the existence of Icelandic feud tales. The past few decades have seen much fresh research into different aspects of Old Icelandic society. Anthropology, sociology, folklore, and sociohistorical and literary studies have all come into play. Today we have an expanded picture of the workings of this society on an island one-fifth larger than Ireland and 1000 kilometers northwest of Europe in the Atlantic.

Of special note is the renewed interest in Old Icelandic law. Peter Foote, examining the syntax and style of Old Icelandic legal entries and comparing them with the Swedish Dalalagen, previously considered more primitive and less literary, has concluded that "the plain, accumulatory style of the Icelandic laws as we know them is after all close to the general style of the laws in their oral existence." He queries whether this fresh evidence that the Icelander's ability to transmit a large amount of legal information in prose without mnemonic devices such as formulas might be worth considering in light of the preliterate background of saga transmission. In an older essay that fits well with these studies, Ólafur Lárusson considered the information that Grágás offers about behavioral norms, such as the right to take revenge. Björn Sigfússson has explored legal and ethical interpretations of Hænsa-Þóris saga, while Alan Berger stresses the role of "lawyers" in the literature.

The legal nature of property ownership in medieval Iceland has also been subjected to scrutiny. Magnús Mar Lárusson has investigated the system of landholding, whereby valuable land remained under family control. Building on the growing awareness that large farmsteads, called aðalból and later höfuðból, are alodial forms of property, Sveinbjörn Rafnsson contends that the purpose of Landnámabók (the Book of Settlements) was to verify twelfth- and thirteenth-century landownership. Studies such as these help to throw new light on many saga conflicts over inheritance and dowry.

The supposition that Iceland was the first "new society" of migrating Europeans is developed by Richard Tomasson. Starting from the sociological studies of Seymour Martin Lipset and Louis Hartz, Tomasson draws parallels between the Icelandic experience...
and the forces at work in other societies created by transmarine migration. According to Hartz, when a fragment of Europe becomes the whole of a new nation, it becomes unrecognizable in European terms.  

26 Tomasson argues that Iceland is a fragment society, and that some of the traits and dynamics shared by new societies are evident in medieval Iceland. Such research supports the premise that Icelanders were developing new modes of literature, law, and decision making. In a similar though more literary vein, Kurt Shier asserts the existence of inherent formal tendencies arising from oral traditions that predated foreign influence.  

27 He considers the sagas in light of the concept of *terra nova* and the unique quality of Icelandic society: "Neither writings in Latin nor any European national literature in the middle ages explains fully the complexity of saga art, its characteristic combination of subject, art and style, historical or pseudohistorical connections and a system of ethic values."  

28 Gunnar Karlsson and Björn Sigfússon have considered the relationship between the social and political structures of the tenth and eleventh centuries and those of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.  

29 Through such research we begin to doubt the long-held assumption that Icelandic culture may be neatly divided into discrete periods, such as the saga age (*söguöld*, ca. 930-1030) and the thirteenth-century age of writing (*ritöld*). The continuity of Iceland's rural settlement pattern is underscored by Helgi Thorláksson's review of the lack of urbanization tendencies throughout the history of the Free State (ca. 930-1264).  

30 Literary evidence of cultural continuity has been put forward in the textual studies of Jonas Kristjánsson and Dietrich Hofmann and the folklore-oriented work of Oskar Halldórsson. Kristjánsson proposes that the poem *Íslendingadrápa*, which lists Icelandic leaders and speaks of events known from several sagas, was composed about 1200.  

31 If he is correct, then this poem by Haukr Valdisarson is further evidence of an oral tradition underlying the saga story. Emphasizing the presence of variants, Hofmann argues that *Reykdæla saga* is one of the oldest sagas.  

32 Because the saga shows little or no influence from the kings' sagas and is not based on information supplied by skaldic verse, he concludes it must be strongly influenced by an old oral tradition. Hofmann also reassesses the possible oral prehistory of the story about Hallfreðr's dream in *Hrafnkels saga*.  

33 This research led Óskar Halldórsson to publish a short monograph also concluding that important oral traditions underlie *Hrafnkels saga*.  

34 Both scholars reject the position argued by Sigurður Nordal in his famous monograph *Hrafnkatla* that *Hrafnkels saga* lacks a significant oral prehistory.  

35 Gunnar Karlsson, Björn Sigfússon, and Helgi Thorláksson have
investigated the political and social bonds existing between the godar and the farmers (bóndi, pl. bændr). Karlsson and Thorláksson in particular examine the role played by the large farmers, the stórbændr, in the mid-thirteenth century. The feuds and the intricate dealings of these landholders permeate the sagas about Iceland, where much of the motivation for specific action depends on the give-and-take of both formal and informal obligation and upon reciprocal kinship and political bonds. Decision making was usually influenced by the giving of gifts and accumulations of wealth which might have an effect on power politics. Aaron J. Gurevich has pointed out the importance of such transfers of property throughout medieval Scandinavia.

Studies such as those noted above have contributed to a growing conviction that the unique aspects of Icelandic culture are not explained by hypotheses tracing Icelandic usages to continental origins. The new perception has pitted an older descriptive and romantic form of historical analysis against a more sociocultural one. A case in point is Hans Kuhn's 1971 study Das alte Island, in which Kuhn describes the society, the climate, and the daily life of Iceland. He traces the careers of historical personages, such as the first settler Íngólfur Arnarson and the outlaw Grettir Ásmundarson, who according to Kuhn died in 1030. The determination to assign specific dates to saga characters did not sit well with modern scholars, who had left that question behind with the old freeprosists. The aspect of Kuhn's study which aroused the sharpest criticism was his assumption that many of Iceland's social and literary developments arose from European practices, especially those of the ancient heroic past. Björn Thorsteinsson's response to Kuhn's determination to find in non-Icelandic sources explanations for Icelandic phenomena was that Iceland's literature was the legitimate offspring of an extraordinary society rather than the bastard of an ordinary society. If the structure of Icelandic society was thus different from that of other European societies in the Middle Ages, then a study of that society must offer a key to an understanding of the literature it produced.

The shift toward recognizing the sagas as products of the indigenous culture rather than as borrowings from a foreign ethic is evident in two broad studies of the family sagas—M. I. Steblin-Kamenskij's Mir saga (tr. as The Saga Mind [1973]) and Preben Meulengracht Sørensen's Saga og samfund (1977). Both Sørensen and Steblin-Kamenskij emphasize the connection between the content of the tales and the unique nature of Iceland's social and cultural forms. Sørensen especially explores the importance of family groupings and kinship networks in establishing the kinds of obligations found in Old Icelandic society and its sagas. He marks the change from the
ancestor-oriented kinship system the Norse settlers brought with them to the
more nuclear-egenocentric family structure that developed in Iceland. In
arguing indigenous aspects of the sagas, Sørensen emphasizes the role of the
audience, with its interest in the common Icelandic heritage and the island's
social forms.

Steblin-Kamenskij also weighs the participation of the medieval au-
dience, arguing that the sagas had for their hearers a sense of verisimilitude
which he calls syncretic truth. According to Steblin-Kamenskij's
formulation, syncretic truth did not separate, in the modern sense, historical
truth from artistic truth. This factor contributed to the cohesion of the sagas
and is evident in the stories' concentration on feud. "Reality interested the
people of that time in one definite aspect—they were interested in events.
And an event in Icelandic society was first and foremost a violation of
peace—a feud. Therefore, feuds are the basic content of family sagas, and
feuds determine their internal logic, their composition.

II. Formal Studies

However reasonable it may seem to link the form of the sagas to the
operational structures of the indigenous society, this connection is seldom
made in genre-wide studies of saga form. The authors of such studies see the
saga author as an individual steeped predominantly in Christian thought or in
Germanic heroic ideals. According to the different proposals, these values
are translated into a writing technique learned from sources as disparate as
epic lays, hagiography, Latin chronicles, or French romance. It is assumed
that the sagaman borrowed foreign narrative styles and patterns in order to
tell stories about Icelanders. In the rush to prove that the origin of the sagas
is found either in heroic traditions or in medieval Latin culture, theories of
saga composition and form in the past two decades have largely ignored the
fact that the family sagas are stories by an island people about violence in
their society. Certain aspects of the Icelanders' traditions came from Europe,
but others, owing to Iceland's status as a new society, are uniquely Icelandic.
Because of this mixture, a precise definition of the oral tradition in Iceland
remains elusive.

In The Icelandic Family Saga (1967) 'Theodore M. Andersson con-
cluded that Iceland's oral tradition came from an ancient Germanic
heroic legacy, a legacy shared with Europe and transmitted from the
presettlement past by means of heroic poetry. Although numerous
scholars had commented on the presence of heroic ethics and tradi-
tions in the sagas, Andersson shifted to a new stance in arguing that the inheritance provided an overall structure for the sagas: "It is therefore a reasonable contention that heroic poem and saga have a basic structural identity. They both adhere to a heroic literary pattern, from which they derive the same standard of values and the same sense of dramatic pitch. It is plausible to suppose that this structure and this sense are a legacy from the older heroic poetry to the younger prose saga." 

In contrast to the martial world portrayed in the heroic Eddic poems, the setting of the family sagas is the daily life of a settled agricultural people. Animal husbandry and the growing of hay are consequential subjects in the narrative. So too are dispute and litigation over insults, slander, fields, shared meadows, and livestock. Eddic poems, as Bertha Phillpotts noted in 1931, are different: "The activities mentioned are wholly warlike: no one in the heroic poems is concerned with agriculture, or indeed with any occupation other than war and sport. The great kings of the ancient world and their companions are seen through a haze of antiquity and glory." 

Andersson contends that the saga, like the heroic lay, reduces "the drama to a single carefully construed climax.... The author's mode of thought and many of his stylistic habits are certainly heroic. His interpretation of the action as conflict and climax and his polarization of the conflict are a clear legacy from the heroic pattern." Using the analogy with Eddie poetry, Andersson argues that the sagas follow a fixed form. His six-part theory of saga structure (introduction, conflict, climax, revenge, reconciliation, aftermath) is derived from a blend of epic and folktale attributes. Andersson acknowledges that the importance of climax is borrowed from the heroic lay. Joseph Harris has observed that the theoretical framework is "derived principally" from V. I. Propp's theory of folktale structure. The separation of form and content is, as Harris notes, a prerequisite of such an analysis. The syntagmatic sequence of Propp's thirty-one functions follows the action of Russian folktales rather closely. On the other hand, the six elements of Andersson's analysis provide only the most general rubrics of saga progression, telling us little of the action within the saga. The pattern forces the action of saga story into a strict epic sequence of conflict, climax, and resolution. This is an ill-fitting concept for a story form full of small feuds, each containing conflicts and resolutions, one following the other in no fixed order.

Since the sagas are multicentered, Andersson's fixed sequential structure applies only tenuously to many sagas. In Eyrbyggja saga, Andersson suggests the sagaman blundered by not adhering to the "normal" order. Vésteinn Ólason took issue with Andersson's pro-
about it as oral literature" (p. 207). Lönnroth fills the gap by proposing that the episodes and other small narrative blocks formed a tradition of storytelling known to Icelanders through generations of oral saga entertainment (sagnaskemtan). He interrupts this fruitful line of inquiry by making it conform to his concept of the sagawriter's intention, an intention governed by the anonymous writer's clerical mind. In Njáls saga, he says, "Several times, our author's clerical mind rests while he is carried away by the traditional patterns of oral saga narrative. Yet he succeeds much better than any previous sagawriter in unifying these patterns until they become 'directed toward a single goal,' which may be called both Christian and didactic" (p. 163). One problem with this theory is that the texts, including Njáls saga, do not readily conform to Lönnroth's structuring principle. Lönnroth leaps over the obvious and dismisses the sagas' remarkable attention to social detail as a repetitious series of digressions, a weakness of oral literature in general rather than as the core of a traditional storytelling technique.

The same conclusion is the premise of Carol Clover's 1982 study The Medieval Saga, in which she argues that the saga, as a sophisticated narrative form, does not originate in native tradition. In Clover's work the search for foreign origins and the separation of form and content reach an extreme. Casting about for suitable continental styles and analogous forms, she declares that "whether saga composition is to be explained as the result of independent development out of Latin practice, or as a direct imitation of prose romance, or as a combination of the two, the larger point is clear: it belongs to the general European development of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries." Clover places herself squarely in the tradition of assessing the oral nature of the saga by using folktale criticism. Early in the hook she states that her "chief conclusions follow from the negative inference: if the admired composition of the Icelandic sagas has origins in learned sources and analogues in contemporary French prose, then it cannot be part of the oral legacy."}

Despite what Clover terms "circumstantial evidence" of the influence of French romance, the sagas have little in common with either the romance or the chronicle. In the 1920s the Danish literary critic Paul V. Rubow argued that the family sagas found their genesis in French vernacular romance. In "Den islandske familieroman" Rubow wrote: "The romance, like the rest of medieval literature, came to the North from France, which on the whole is the point of origin for all intellectual life in the Middle Ages after the year 1000." For Rubow the decisive year in the creation of the sagas carne in 1226 when, at the court of the Norwegian King Hákon Hákonarson, a man called
Brother Robert translated the story of Tristan into Old Norse. Brother Robert Rubow determined, "is in all probability the founder of Old Norse prose entertainment literature. Hereafter the Scandinavians' great contribution to the history of the romance was the alteration of a romantic court poetry to a realistically colored folk prose." But then, as now, the hypothesis faced insurmountable problems. In 1226, when Tristrams saga first appeared in Norway, Icelandic family saga writing was already flourishing. Further, the only real similarity between romance and saga is that both are sometimes long and complex prose stories. Romance and saga differ in almost every aspect. Sir Gawain at the quarter courts of the Althing is as unthinkable as Snorri goði searching for the Grail.

In Iceland people knew who their ancestors were. Kinship obligations for both revenge and inheritance were reckoned out to the fifth degree. This meant that Icelanders could be affected by the actions of individuals with whom they shared a great-great-great-grandparent. It is not likely that the Icelanders needed the example of a chronicle to spark the idea of telling stories about their ancestors and their island existence.

Clover returns to an equation prominent at the turn of the century, which asserted that oral equals natural or chronological form and that literary equals artificial or sophisticated form—that is, form that can double back on itself and can adopt simultaneity in its narrative style. Accompanying these determinations is the assumption that an unlettered Icelander would not have had the ability to tell a saga longer than a þáttr, which Clover defines as the largest oral component composed in "natural order." According to Clover's view the preliterate Icelander had no tradition of "artificial" order in his histories and laws. Therefore, his oral tradition lacked the narrative tools necessary to assemble into a saga the small bits of his oral tradition. Whereas Lönnroth related saga structure to a feud pattern, Clover's theory of narrative construction correlates the sagas with tales of chivalry and is devoid of contact with Icelandic social processes.

Clover bases her analogy of romance and saga on a common use of stranding but associates the overall organization of the saga with the intricate design of skaldic poetry and "Viking" art forms developed during the preliterate ages. Clover develops a very broad concept of stranding which forms the basis of her analysis of the sagas. She defines "strand" as a linear plotting of almost any possible mention of character, place, or abstract idea which occurs more than once in a saga. Her definition causes one to wonder if there is much that cannot be attributed to this means of linear indexing. I include her definition:
A strand may be brief and enclitic or it may be a full biography or anthology of events which, separated from its context, itself constitutes an independent narrative entity. In the latter case, an episode is interrupted to be resumed at a later point in the midst of a second episode, whose further development is thus postponed—to be continued, in its turn, in the midst of still a third episode. Or a strand may be a person, or a group of people (family, berserks, hand of attackers), or a place (Bergþórhváll, a ship, a royal court), or an abstract vector in the plot (as in Eyrbyggia saga. or Heiðarviga saga)—whatever, indeed, one might expect to be narrated in a single unit but is instead rendered piecemeal. Nor are strands fixed in form: they divide and merge according to the vicissitudes of plot.... Moreover, matter that is integral in one context may be subdivided in another....Finally, although they in no sense constitute separable stories, certain leitmotifs in the sagas may also be counted as manifestations of the stranding aesthetic.....

While stranding is certainly a viable literary concept, the basis of Clover's strands seems in some instances to be the old idea of theme tracing; in others, motif identification. Such a concept tells us little about form and little about the sagas beyond providing a convenient means for a critic to illustrate that a good saga refers more than once to many people, places, and things. Most of Clover's strands would fall into the category that Anne Heinrichs has called the "primitive forms (mere names, family connections, repetitions)" of intertexture. In contrast to this, Heinrichs notes a second category, the intricate forms in intertexture (the relationships among people). It is in this second category that the cohesion of the saga, with its many strands, could be sought. "This, of course, requires an understanding of how Iceland functioned in terms of kin and political bonds. Anne Heinrichs comes to the conclusion that "the essentials of saga-style were developed in oral form." Clover, as supportive evidence for her position that the use of stranding could not have been a practice of oral saga telling, turns repeatedly to the work of two scholars writing at the turn of the century. One is Axel Olrik, who in 1908 contended that the sagas, by showing stranding, are a more complex literature than folktales whose linear nature is "genuine folk narrative." Since Olrik's time, however, folklorists have come to doubt superorganic laws. In the case of the family sagas, a narrative form so intimately connected with a unique island society, such general laws are more than usually inadequate. Because the sagas are not short folktales, it does not follow that they have to be a written form of story. More recent research has brought to light many forms of complex narratives which belie the assertion that "sophisticated" means "written." For example, the Mwindo epic from west central Africa is a long prose tale that demonstrates stranding.
a Serbo-Croatian poem.\textsuperscript{73} Both these tales are oral and were collected by the use of modern field techniques.

The second scholar from whom Clover draws support is the freeprosist Andreas Heusler. Three times Clover cites Heusler's 1913 statement: "This sophisticated procedure [stranding] lies far beyond the capacity of the preliterary saga tellers. In addition, the narrative parameters, the scope of the work, exceeds the limit of oral performance."\textsuperscript{74} At least one problem in employing this statement to support a general view about the family sagas is that Heusler was not referring to an anonymous family saga. As Clover herself notes, the statement is about the king's saga of St. Olaf (\textit{Oláfs saga helga}), the biographical work written by Snorri Sturluson in \textit{Heimskringla}. Although Heusler considered the kings' sagas to be literary constructions, he did not view the family sagas in the same light.\textsuperscript{75}

To a large degree Clover's theory is founded on the assumption that the sagas were not meant for a cross section of the population but were written literature designed to be read by a small elite.\textsuperscript{76} She discounts the possibility of a compositional technique and presupposes that the oral saga was a simple, memorized story. When the sagas were read aloud the listening audience at best is assumed to have received some entertainment and to "have followed the general drift of the plot (with which they were presumably familiar in some degree)."\textsuperscript{77} Since the capacities of the Icelandic oral audience and the oral storytelling techniques were, Clover asserts, limited to simple tales in "natural order," anything more than the bare chronological story is ruled out. If we accept this notion, we must assume that for centuries a whole nation contented itself with short bursts of scenes, episodes, terse Þættir, genealogies, and the simplest of histories.

### III. An Alternate View

No literary tradition is pure and certainly foreign influences are present in the sagas, but the compositional technique and the cognitive core of the tales are Icelandic. The sagas provided a medieval people with a means of exploring the ways by which violence was harnessed and the individual was protected within the confines of their insular society. The bulk of saga narrative reflects issues inherent in decision making, the acquisition of status and wealth, and the formation and maintenance of networks of obligations.

Feud is central to the family sagas, and analysis of the workings of feud is a method of reassessing the relationship between Iceland and
its saga literature. In order to approach feud, two suppositions common in studies of saga narrative must be dispelled. One is that sagas, like folktales and epics, follow a fixed sequential pattern. The second is that narrative patterns in the sagas center on a single epic-like climax. Dropping these two presumptions frees us from the need to make one conflict more narratively central than another. The result is a wider freedom to explore the action of the narrative in light of the multicentered nature of saga feud and in line with Icelandic social and legal tradition.

Saga form is built up from a series of small feuds, and these narrative units do not follow fixed patterns. For example, within saga feud, acts of revenge or peaceful reconciliations are the most usual forms of resolution. The determination that only one resolution can occur in the "normal syntagmatic order" of sagas or Þættir is an unnecessary stricture on form, for in saga narrative one act of resolution often follows quickly on another. For instance, a peaceful settlement may be marred by an act of blood vengeance, which in turn engenders new acts of confrontation or resolution. These may set the stage for additional punitive undertakings and further imbroglios. In general, resolutions in the sagas fall into the categories of violent solutions (often blood vengeance) and nonviolent resolutions. The forms of feud may be simple but the arrangement is not fixed. Employing the elements of feud, the sagaman shaped his tale according to the choices and the logic of Icelandic procedure. The action unfolds within a societal setting that the sagaman shared with his audience. In the sagas, dispute resolution is not a series of random moves but a process dependent on the ways that the society functioned.

Like acts of resolution, acts of conflict are recurring elements in saga feud. The continuous presentation of incident after incident of dispute and settlement, so similar in their essential makeup but so varied in their specifics, reflects the anxiety surrounding the operation of power and the possession of wealth. Anxiety over wealth arose primarily from the limited availability of land as the major source of economic stability; anxiety over power derived from an absence of a commanding authority and the resulting need to legitimate feud.

Unlike conflict and resolution, the third element of saga feud has escaped the attention of the writers of the formal studies noted above because this element arises from the unusual nature of Iceland. This element is the active bonding that takes place both formally (kinship, vinfengi, handsal) and informally. The bonds spur participation in saga feud. Revolving around the brokering of power and position, the repetition of this active element is the key to establishing and maintaining obligations. Its presence explains how reciprocity, gift-giving,
and kinship come into play. Its workings make possible the ways in which feuds pull in more and more farmers and chieftains until resolution, whether violent or peaceful, becomes a social necessity. It is this element of social interdependency, not an analogy with chivalric romance, that holds the strands of saga prose together. Feud stories blend with one another through the networks of kinship and political ties. The process springs from the society, not from a foreign narrative form. The activity takes place in an atmosphere of making decisions on the basis of peer pressure rather than fiat.

The three active elements, the third of which may he called advocacy, especially in the form of brokerage, give an indication of how feud operated in both saga text and the social context.\(^7\) An awareness of the repetitions of these three feud elements gives us a sense of how a sagaman built his tale from small units into expansive prose stories of feud. By concentrating on mapping the small active elements of saga dispute, we begin to see dial the repetition of these actions, similar in form but different in detail, was the means by which stories of Icelandic feud were constructed. Repetition, rather than being a puzzling aspect of saga narrative, is the key to saga composition.

The abundance of information (such as genealogies and economic dealings) appears digressive to a modern reader uninterested in how feud works in a country such as Iceland. However, folklorists, anthropologists, and sociologists are aware that cultural aspects which appear to be the most chaotic Call into well-ordered schemas when one traces the patterns of behavior. Saga studies could profit from looking to concepts such as modeling systems—approaches that take into account both the society and the audience. If we accept the fact that the Icelanders were intelligent and capable enough to create an efficient system of decision making and a state form different, from the ones they knew on the continent, then we should allow for the possibility that they could create a form of narrative sufficient to tell stories about themselves.
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